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As compared with its D counterpart, a VR spherical motor has a
relatively large range of motion, possesses isotropic property in
motion, wd is reaively simple and co w i desin. The trade-off,
however, is that sophisticated control scheme is require d. In this
paper we disuss both the dynamic model and the control stategy of a
VR spherical motor. Ihe contributions of this paper may be briefly
summarized as folows (1) An analtial dynamic model of an unie,
potenially useful design of a tee DOF ball-joint-like VR sphical
motor has been described. Te model reesents the first detailed
study on both the forward and te invers dynmics of a VR sphrical
motor. Yet, the model permits a spectrum of design configurtio to
be analyzed; (2) he anaysis offer some inteesting insights to the
design and contr of VR spherical motors For motion control of the
VR spherical motor, both the forward dynamics which detemine the
motionas a relt of atvating te molar coil nd the inverse model
which determisn the coil excitBaio required to obtain the desired
torques are needed. 'ie solution to the inver model has multiple
solutions and allows an optimal control vector to be chosen to
minimize a specifiwd cost functi. This clhaactistic signifkatly
differs fom thaof a populae-coasccative-rotaical-joit wrist
based on the ima sigl-axs moare splal mars of other
types which typically have uie soltion to both the forwad and
inverse dynamics and therefore limited the flexi ity of controlle
to Sadss the
designs; (3) ITe pqn also rqwsen ts the first
control srtegy of the VR spherial motor. The formulato of an
unconstained optimization problem from a stadard problem of
constraint extma is interestin. The impkmentaton ises are
disussed.

ABSTRACr
This paper presents the dynamic modeling and the ctrol stegy
of an inteeting three degrees-of-heedom (DOF) varitle-relctance
(VR) spherical motor which offers some attractive features by
combining pitch, roll, and yaw motio in a single joinL Both the
forward dynamics which determine the motionas a resut of actvating
the electromagnetic coils and the inverse model which determine ft
coil excitation required to generate te desired torque are derived.
The mold represe fi first detai study on the inverse dynamic,
and yet, permits a spectrum of deign configurations to be analyzed.
The solutin to the forwd dynamics of the spherial motr is unique
but the inverse model may have multiple soluom and therefore an
optimal choice is required. he control stegy of a YR spherical
mot conists of two puts nanely, the contrl of the rostadynunic in
terms of the actuating torque, and th deermi of the opimal
inuts for the requied trque. An opmal choice is determined from
issues xi
an auconstied
inationjlemi. lIeu
determining the optimal control input vector in real-time are also

addemsed

L INTRODUCflON

has
ing need for high pef ace in rboxc p
motivated several research to direct ther investigato efforts to
An i

new actautr cepts to improve the dexterity of robotic writs.
reveals that e ballExaminatio of the existing mechanic
joint-like speical t w isa attracive alterative to the thre
conucive-rottiona joint confgurafio Tr iflest in spbeic
motors a rbot wit is tiggered beas of its abilty in prviding
the roi, yaw. ad pich motion in a singl joint, pSw property in
k aw kietcs, and its reltvey smple sucta Alo, it hs
no g it themiddl of wokpace excep at the boundary. Th
eliminatio of gears and linkages enables both high positioning
preciso d fast dymmic respns to be achieved. Tee actin
features have potenti apications sch a high-speed plama ad
laser cutting wher the orientaion mst be achieved rapidly ad
diaeciks
coi ywith isoInpresbtionill
sevest dicncmqf spcical nd wee proposed.
Recety,w
A sphrical indutio moto was c
alized in [11 for robotic
aat the detie aalysis wa m in [2]. However, it is
ity n
diffcul to reaize a potqpe of its kind becase of itsa
mechanical ad winding desip and maufacting, which requires
inlaying all ee tnsversing windnp on the Ii spheaical surface
of the stator. Laminations are required to prevent movement of
unwtd eddy currt Complic thee phase wind must be
munted in rec d grooves m addition to the rdling suppl for the
ons hve led
rotor in a static co uation. 1 and ero
niv
Lee et at. (31 to inv sgpte an
basd on
the concept of vaialereuctace (VR) steppe motor which is easier
to maufacture. Hlois tat. [41 have developed a sx DOF directcurrent (DC) 'magic wrist' as part of a coarse-fine robotic
manipulator. An alternative DC spherical motor desip with three
DOF in rotation was
nstted by Kanedo et al. [5], which can
spin continously and has a maximum clinaton of 15'. Althogh
the control of a DC spheria motor is relatively simple, the range of
inclinatn sad the toque contant we talc linited. Foggia et a. [61
demonstrate an indt type sherical motor of differt sucture,
which sa range of moton Aa er-by a cne of 60. Sce the
control strategy of the inution motor [6] has not be reported, no
results were given on the ability of the motor to realize any arbitrary

2, DYNANUC MODEL
The YR shal motor rfred to in t
is a ball-joint-like
device samlk d t c
d by Lee and Km [7.

21 Sucture oa Vt Sabarlen Mor
The sruct of the YR spherica motor is sboawn in Fg. 1 and an
exploded assembly view is given in Fig. 2. TheVR shia motor
consist of
Mbatally de mehaIca mmblis nmely. a spheri
r
nor, a hobow spherical sor, and adentation
awasiing system.
The spherical rot is constained but allowed to roll on the bering
gimbal whic a mounted on ti suface of the aSo.
The coils with fcres are eveny located on th ror
and the s, and each coilmn be ewgized in
. In order to
maintain geome symetry for simplicity in control, the stt
poes and the rotr poles, amrecc ularsh p. Te rotorpoks meet at
the center of the rotor, and the stator cores are connected by the
magnetic
conmtor layer in the star shl to form a magnetic circuit
with the agp li pols ar evenly qwedon the "o at the rotor
following the pattern of regular polyhedrons. Each vertex of the
to the laio of one pole. It can be shown
polyhedron or
that the maximum nunber of coils which can be evenly spaced on a
sphere is 20, t figure oArresponding to the number of complex angles
of a
Om
In the opeation of the VR spherical motor, the stator coils are
ergized indvidaly using the contl circuitry. A mageic field is
established which creates magneic enegy in the airgap. The creaed
energy is a functmion of raetve position of fth rotor and the staor.
The motion of the spherica VR motor is thus generated as the rotor
tends to move to a position such that the energy in the airgap is
minimized. The detailed kinematic relationship which describes the
orientation of the rotor as a function of the three ender readings can
be foud in refern [8i.
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Govering equatios of eneg conversio: The toque generated
by the electro-magnetic system is derived by using the principle of
conservation of energy.

k(t) - T(t) * cKt)

E(t) =

wher

odel
The torque predction model determines the torque gae ated by the
spherical motor for a given set of input currents applied to the
electromagnetic coils. For a specified geometry, the permeance

235 Toru rdito

(5)

between any pai of adjacent sato and mo poles is a funtion of the
angle between the position vetors characterizing of ith stator and the

t=ime rate of chansge of magnetic energy stoed,
k =Sa powurnpz
T = reukant trque acting on the rotor, amd
a = angulr velocity of the rotor.

jth rotor poles,
P

I-et Cs

1

1 +

d

n

g th

ma

(17)

give by

2T,=l rt [^ + M, - ) * d 5* euj,

(I8)

where eij is a unit vector perpendicula to te position vwcs Cs and
Cri and can be wi as.

C

(19)
x,
where Csi x Crj denotes the vector cross-product of Ca and Cri.
Thus, Equation (18), along with Equations (2) an (19) and a
paineance model given by Eqttion (14), d fes the WFl geneated
by the spherical motor for a given set of inpu in tems of the

(10)
aid

1)

magnet-motive-farces (anas) of the cods

3. MOTION CONTROL STRATEGY
Tbe motim con of the VR spheical us cosis of two pals.
The fit part is t0o dt ine h actting torq of
dthe VR speia

f the pid trajecory. TM scod pear
moto so tbthe mt follows
determines the optimal lecltrical inpts to gea te the required
acuting torque detrmined by using the contro law for tracng the

desred trajecto.

3.1 Control of Rotw D-Ynms
The control task is to d rmine the actuating torque so that q will
track
th e desired trajectory d. The spherical a is contrlld usig
the computed torque method [11]. The feedback law is chosen in the
form

T

=

M(q) V + h (q, j),

(20)

where V = (V#i V, 9Tis the cnr vector. Using the feedbac
law given in Equai ()the clo-loop dynamic equation becomes
Mj= MV.
Since M(q)>0 V s9 0 awl theefor ACI (q) exists V 9i o, we have
q*= V.
(21)
Equation (21) represents a linear system with three decoupled
second-order subsystems under the control vector V and hence linear
control theory can be applied to each of the coordinates separately. As
an example, the control vector V may be chosen as
V = - K 4 - ) - K1 (q - q)
(22)

(13)

(3

whereX = x/x0and xo is a costant to be denmined. Byoting that
the corresponding maximum permeance occurs at xm = 113. the
value of x0 can be determined experimentally or from numerical
computation such as fmite ekment methd. However, the folowing
additional condition must be satisfied in modeling the permeance
function for the spberical motor P(x) must be periodic with a period
2w. Thus, using Fourier tries expansion on [-i, a] and rtain the fit
N terms, the foLlowing periodic perance function can be obtained.

where K, = diag [KlK,Kl KIJ4 and K2 = diag [K1,Ka K24J.
The tracking error e = q - qd is guaranteed to approach to zero
asymptotically if the elements in K1 and K2 are all positive.
Tlhe inertia matrix M(q) given in Equation (1) is not invertible at U
= 0, which is. in fact, a singular point for the Z-Y-Z Euler angles. At

N

E£ % cosk x,
(14)
where the coefficients (ao, a1, ..., aN) can be determined from
experimental data or from nunmical computation. Note that P(x) is an
even function and thrfore the sine terms vanishe

P(x)= a

(16)

where m is a homogeneu t formin
the roor
fi
with rspect to sto frane, and cri describe the posn vectors of jd
rotor pole with respect to the rotor frame. From Equations (7) and
(1 1), it can be showa by using diffeni geometry t the trque is

overlapped) can beinwtly welem dby
(12)
pW) 1L S(x)
where 0 is the permanability of air-, 1 is the sbortst path length
between two paratlll pole-faces; and S(x) is the overlapping area
between th stor and di rmor pols
For a given geonctty, a typical pwneab cav which utisfes the
above conditions is given as follw
P(x =O)

(15)
vcs of

,

(fi)

m

2.4 Perm nce Funcio
Both numerical computatio [101 and ex
l results [71 have
indicated tat a typical permeane model P(x) w re x is the elative
di
cmet between two p-la the kfollwing p rtiest 1) P(X) is
even, positive, and monotonically decreasing to zero as the
displaceent
increaes 2) Te deivafive of P() baa m n
minimum at = xm., were xm is acon fora m gometry 3)
The value of P(x) at the origin (i.e. when the poles are fully

P(x) =

hand Cj(xT yrj, be the The
ju r poles, zjUe)

I[1

md te tot magnetic ener
in t syam is
EZ =22I1 1 i P,
(9
~=1jj'
From Equation (8) and the time-derivative of Em obaind from
Equatio (9):

Combining Equatios (1), (6), ad (10) and n ing do
idepen * the toque T can be rqxesned by Eqao
T
(M.;£ + M. V)I V Pi.11

j. Hence,

(%Ysi,

where R is the mean radius of a spheril surface ating the pole
rotor coil
fas of the stato an rotor. Tbe posiion vector of th
with respect to the t rcurdinat fran iS defined by

and i4J, k are the unit vectors along the X. Y. Z axes of the stator
coordinate, respectively. ¶12 eletial power mput to the system is
given by
t, = !
M;? &
8

#care

si

os

=(4J kj+4

Ii
+M V)P.
2ME1
2 i-a j-r (M.

P

te ith stW and
respectively.
angle between
any pairs of stator and rotor poles can be determined from the dot
(ir) product of the DOi vectos Csi aid Cri; ta is

T.* dt = TA + T + Td ,
Since
(6)
where d#x. d and d#z are the ininites l chges of angles with
s (5) md (6)
respect to the sLr; frame. Using the real frm
and noting that the differentis of x, , y and .
independent of
f
each other, the torque generaed b the magnetic
is give by
T = V (E, - EL),
(7)

k

=

k=1
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compute a set of coil exc
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Unlike te forward torque prdiction model which yiels an uique
torque vw for a specifedset of co exciSions, erue geweraly
infmiie soutions to the inve prlm Mitt xqce rechetiodel
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g-rant numbers DMC 8810146 and DDM-8958383. Comments from
Professor Y-H Chen of Mechanical Engineering at Georgia Tech are

between two circular poles was obtainied experimentally. The value xo0
in Equation (13) was determined to be 18mm. With the permeance
model and the given pole coordinates, the matrice (A1, I = 1, 2, 3) are
formed. To compute kmr an optimal input mmf's kmr a specif'ied torque
at a given orientation,. an initial input mmf's vector is estimated and a
local optimal solution is comnputed by the GRG algorithm. The global
optimal solution is then searched by comnparing the objective values of
local optimal solutions.
As a numerical example, the optimal input mars which generate
the torque T = 1 u3 (N-rn) at the rotor orientation at (0,0,0) are
computed for two cases. In both cases, p is set to be 2 so that the
electric power is minimized and by choosing M = i08 fth constraint
equations are satisfied with the reatve accuracy of 10-s. In case (1),
all the eleven input mmr's are independently excited. T'he values of
the optimal input vector is tabulated in TABLE I. The minimized
objective value is 17.8601 and that the absolute value of the maximum
input nunfis 3.7816x103 Amp-urn.
In case (2), the coil excitations are grouped in pairs so that the
number of power amplifies are reduced. In each grouping, the coils
pointing towards each other along a diameter are commected in series,
i.e. ui = -ui+5. i = 1, 2,..5. The optimal solution of case (2) is
compared to that of case (1) in TABLE 1. The corresponding
objective value is 46.2825 and the absolute value of the maximum
mmf is 3.8087x1&3 Amp-turns. Clearly, fth adtonal constaxint
introduced in case (2) substantially increas th objective value as
compared to that in case (1). It is worth nofing that the iuyu mmf's
can be effectively lowered by redoucig the airgs. If the airga is
reduced to 0.Olmuu, fth current ampitudes for the -a cois are at t
1/10 of the the about resus.

greatly appreciated.
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4,coNamoSI8
Thbe dynamic modl and the contro strkaegy an imwi tee
e
degrees-of-fireedon YR spherical moflve been -ien The Iru
puldict'ion modelhubeen derived ma function dfSt
coil excitations and a Poumeancepeasd a fmuctkmn of the ruelav
positio between the roto and the smr. The irnvensem of a YR
spherical nwtr, which detrmuines the coil exittons a specified
torque, is charKcized by ks inlM ouin.t. heemsbown don
ewe h
for acurret controled sphericalmtnor,ftherlto
output torque and th input current we algebraic ant qedataic. The
torqueprdcto modSel of a current contolled YR spherical amour is
decoupled fr-om the dynamic equation of the system, and therfore
allows the determination of the optimal electrical inputs to be
separated from the motion control of the spherical rotor. Unlike the
conventional motor design where the solutions to the forward and
inverse models are unique, the multiple-coil excitation allows an
optimal control vector to be chosen to minimize a specified cost
function in the cotnrol of a YR spherical motor.
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